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Description of the Project 

Playdates with Scriptures, by Virginia Wiles, is a collection of group and individual 
activities for individuals and groups that provide opportunity for people to encounter the 
Scriptures in creative and playful ways. The exercises enhance one’s ability to engage 
Scripture with mind, body, and soul through using one’s imagination, humor, and free-
range thinking. Any question goes … though most questions give way to more questions 
rather than to firm answers. Playdates with Scriptures provides a spiritually and mentally 
invigorating way to explore the Bible. 

Description of the Advent (C) 2015 Collection 

For use during the season of Advent C (November 29-December 23, 2015), this 
collection of Playdates with Scriptures includes the following materials. 

• An Introductory Essay, “Why Play with Scripture?” 

• Four Group Sessions, each with a Facilitator Guide and Session Handouts for 
participants 

• Guidelines for Groups 

• Flash Essays on the “Mindset of Play”—related to the activities included. Accessible 
online at [tba] 

 

For a weekly email subscription to “Playdates with Scriptures,” go to 
PlayThinkAct.com/playdates-weekly-subscription/ 

 

If you would like updates about free webinars on “Playing with Scripture” and future 
publications of Playdates Collections, please send an email to playdates@virginiawiles.com. 
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About the Author 

Virginia Wiles is Professor of New Testament at New Brunswick Theological Seminary. She 
has been teaching Bible in seminaries and colleges for more than thirty years. Dr. Wiles 
also teaches frequently in non-academic contexts, including many denominational, non-
denominational, and interfaith settings. She holds a Ph.D. in Bible from The University of 
Chicago and a Masters in Fine Arts in Creative Writing from Spalding University. She has 
taken courses in stand-up comedy and performs as a comedian both on stage and in her 
daily life.  

 

Email: virginia@virginiawiles.com 

Website: virginiawiles.com 

Blog: Ukulele Steeple (ukulelesteeple.com) 

Twitter: @virginiawiles 

Find me on Periscope as virginiawiles — Dr. Wiles is currently broadcasting a 
Periscope once a week and would love to have you follow her! 
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“What a helpful way to engage the scriptures! These exercises are more 
than creative; they challenge us to jump into the text, embody the 
characters, and experience the life the scriptures have to offer.” 
 

Rev. Beth Scibienski 
Grace Presbyterian Church 

Kendall Park, NJ 
 

“Dr. Wiles’ approach gives us the permission to encounter holy writings with 
our right brain. I have found this creates a whole new space; a space where we 
can creatively express as we learn, all while developing better critical thinking 
skills. Added bonus: It’s super FUN and entertaining!” 

Rev. Jeanie Collins  
Director of Rutgers Protestant Campus Ministries 

 
 
 

“What an incredibly inspiring way to encounter God, Jesus, self and others. This unique 
way of reading the bible helps rescue bible study from the mundane and mostly 
irrelevant approaches commonly used  in so many of our churches today.” 
 
Rev. Dr. Gregory J. Edwards 
Resurrected Life Community Church 
Allentown, PA 
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Why Play with Scripture? 

What is Play?  
All over the world, folks are gathering together to study the Bible. Studying is 

serious business. All seem to agree about that. Play? No, that sounds too light, too simple, 
too childish. 

Too childish? Or too child-like?  

Many religious and spiritual traditions suggest that something like childlikeness may 
be of greater value to the spiritual life than is “serious study.” Some Buddhist traditions 
speak about nurturing “Beginner’s Mind.” The sign of a great master, an honored teacher, 
is that peculiar ability to approach everything with a fresh mind and heart. It’s not the 
Ph.D. or a “know-it-all” attitude that conveys true authority. It’s not the “Rev. Dr. So-and-
So” who has all the answers. The true Sage is the person who embodies “Beginner’s Mind.” 

Perhaps Paul Ricoeur’s emphasis on the “second naiveté” has hidden ties to this 
Beginner’s Mind. Certainly it has ties to mysticism. Monastic spiritualities strive for 
simplicity, not just in material possessions, but in the heart’s journey.  

In the Jesus tradition, the Realm or Kindom of God belongs to the children. Jesus’ 
own parables resist analytical logic, much like a koan forces us to abandon the rigid 
certainties our mind too often seeks.  

Watch a young child at play. It’s not light or unimportant. It is, in fact, an 
extravaganza of learning and growth. Play, for the child, is serious business. Play is 
probably the most serious thing we can do. The best kinds of study depend on a willingness 
and eagerness to play with the materials at hand, to explore and imagine multiple paths of 
understanding what lies before us. Yet Play is a different kind of study than what we’re 
often used to when we engage in what we call “Bible Study.” 

Play is a different kind of study —  
• it’s not about “excavating” for some pristine truth. Rather, It’s about 

building an engaged relationship with the text. 

• it’s not about applying the scripture to our meagre and sinful lives. It’s 
rather a process of applying ourselves to the text and discovering ourselves 
in the process of interacting with the scriptures. 

• it’s not about having the right answers. Instead, we seek a living relationship 
with this text. We celebrate how our minds come alive with questions and 
exploration, how our own heart’s yearning yields wisdom as we encounter 
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these people, these divine encounters, these 
communities that experienced both trust and disappointment, both failure 
and grace. 

Through Playing with the Scriptures . . . 
• We nurture our imagination and our creativity. We, who are created in the 

image of the Creator God. Imagine that! 

• We dare to discover our own minds. We “mind” ourselves, through asking 
unexpected questions and imagining strange and surprising possible answers. 

• We allow the scriptures to function as parables that surprise us anew every 
day, because play doesn’t need stale certainties nor false confidence. 

• We make friends with our “mistakes” and discover that such “mistakes” 
often become the passageway into unanticipated wisdom. 

• The text never runs dry, because there’s no need to “figure it out,” only the 
call to encounter today. 

• We discover that we can’t get this wrong! Play frees the mind . . . because 
play has the capacity to free us from shame. We can’t lose at this kind of 
play. We can’t get it wrong.  

Learning to Play in our encounter with the Scriptures affords us the opportunity to 
recognize that biblical texts are not words of magic, nor false anodynes for suffering, and 
are certainly not weapons for winning Facebook debates. These texts, and our persistent 
encounters with them, offer us living and liberating possibilities for new imaginings in our 
world. 

Playing with the Scriptures is the best way to know the Scriptures. After forty plus 
years of teaching the Bible, of this one thing I am confident. Those who play with the text, 
who sit in a virtual sandbox and let their own wondrous and odd and brilliant and 
perplexed and suffering minds wander around inside and alongside these texts—these are 
the people who come to know the Scriptures intimately. 

Come along and play together . . .  

For as my students have heard me so many times over the years— 

The only way to fail at this is not to do it! 

No mistakes or Big mistakes. It doesn’t matter. 

The Play itself is the thing. 
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First Week in Advent (Year C) 

SESSION 1 
 

Week of November 29, 2015 

 

Facilitator Guide 
 (1 page) 

Session Handout 
(2 pages) 
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Facilitator GUIDE for 1st Week in Advent (C)  

(for week of November 29, 2015) 

Texts 
Old Testament: Jeremiah 33:14-16 

Psalm: Psalm 25:1-10 

Epistle: 1 Thessalonians 3:9-13 

Gospel: Luke 21:25-36 

The Group Session focuses on the following texts: 

• Psalm 25:1-10 
• Luke 21:25-36 

Items Needed for the Session  
For Activity 1: Living Voices  

• A Bible or a printed copy of the text of Psalm 25:1-10 for every participant. 

• Slips of paper for each participant. Each slip has one “voice” on it. See the 
“How To …” instructions for Activity 1 for examples of voices, but use your 
own imagination! 

• A “hat” or other open container. 

For Activity 2: Quiz Me 

• A Bible or a printed copy of the text of Luke 21:25-36 for every participant.  

• Pen and paper.  

• If providing questions, photocopies of the questions, with space available to 
write in multiple answers for each question. (See .doc template here.)  

• A goodly amount of silliness. 

The “Playdates with Scriptures by Mail” for the week focuses on the following text(s): 
Jeremiah 33 (or 1 Thessalonians 3:9-13) 
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Session Handout for 1st Sunday in Advent (C) 

(for week of November 29, 2015) 

Activity 1 – Living Voices 
Biblical Text: Psalm 25:1-10 
Playdate: Living Voices 

Value of This Activity 
Helps us hear the text in different voices. Gives experience at empathy and imagining 
other people. Strengthens oral interpretation of texts. This practice can also reveal some 
hidden assumptions and stereotyping. 

 How to Play . . . 
1. Read the Psalm 25:1-10  

2. If in a group, someone can read the text aloud, in a “bland” voice, without 
emphasis on any particular words. Be boring! 

3. Select Some Voices 

a. Everyone draws a “voice” from the “hat”. If the group is small, every 
participant has a different “voice.” If the group is large, you may want to have 
several rounds of readings. The first round reads, for example, verses 1-5, using 
all the voices, then deposits the slips of paper back into the “hat.” Then the 
rest of the group draws a slip and performs verses 6-10.  

b. Or, see the Adaptation, below. 

4. Perform! — This is best done standing, so the whole body expresses the selected 
persona. 

a. If in a group, each participant performs in turn. 

b. Some examples of voices 

• whiny, like a child (or adult) whining 

• like a robot 

• like an adult reading a bedtime story to a child 

• the voice of God 

• dramatically in another language (either a known language or a made-up 
language) 

• like a politician 
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Adaptation for Activity 1 
In a group: Instead of preparing slips of paper, the group itself “yells out” a “voice” 

for the next person in line to use in her or his performance. This adaptation can bring lots 
of energy into the room! 
 

Activity 2 – Quiz Me 
Biblical Text: Luke 21:25-36 
Playdate: Quiz Me 

Value of This Activity 
Nurtures an ability to imagine multiple ways of reading a text. Provides good practice at 
playing, being a little (or a lot) ridiculous. Strengthens the insight that humor can bring. 
Good group activity. 

How to Play . . . 
1. Each participant reads Luke 21:25-36 silently. 

2. If no questions have been given, each participant writes out 3-4 “questions” on the 
text. These questions must not be simple “informational” questions that have direct 
answers in the text, but need to be more open-ended. Questions that start with 
“Why” or “How” are often useful. Sentence completion questions may also be used. 
For example: 

• Why did Jesus ride into Jerusalem on both the ass and the foal of an ass? 
(see Matthew ) 

• After Rachel refused to climb down off her camel, she . . .  

3. Once everyone has written their questions down, participants can exchange their 
papers and provide a variety of possible answers to the questions on the sheet given 
to them. The answers can be serious and frivolous and even nonsensical. Generally 
4 answers (a-d) can be given. For example, 

      Why did Jesus ride into Jerusalem on both the ass and the foal of an ass? 

a) He did not want to separate the mother animal from her child. 

b) The ass and her foal were siamese twins. 

c) Jesus thought he was in a rodeo. 

d) I think maybe Matthew made a mistake.
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Second Week in Advent (Year C) 

SESSION 2 
 

Week of December 6, 2015 

 

Facilitator Guide 
 (5 pages) 

1. The Facilitator Guide (1 page) 
2. Basic Word Pop Instructions (2 pages) 
3. Sample Word Pop (1 page) 
4. Blank Word Pop Template (1 page) 

Session Handout 
(2 pages) 
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Faciliatator GUIDE for 2nd Sunday in Advent (C) 

(for week of December 6, 2015) 

Texts 
Old Testament: Baruch 5:1-9 or Malachi 3:1-4 

Psalm: Luke 1:68-79 

Epistle: Philippians 1:3-11 

Gospel: Luke 3:1-6 

The Group Session focuses on the following texts: 

• Malachi 3:1-4 

• Luke 1:68-79 

Items Needed for the Session  
For Activity 1: Word-Popping the Text 

• A Bible for everyone, or the text of Malachi 3:1-4 typed out 

• Lots of plain white paper (basic copy paper will be fine).  

• Ideally, colored pencils or markers.  

• An object like a paper coffee cup, with a rough diameter of 1-3”—one for 
every participant. 

For Activity 2: Haiku Thoughts 

• A Bible or printed text of Luke 1:68-79 for everyone. 

• Paper and Pen.  

• Google “Haiku” for examples of the haiku form to share with the group. If 
you wish, print up examples to share. 

• For the adaptation (See Session Guide), quiet music, nice paper and perhaps 
colored pens or pencils. Tape or other means of affixing pieces of paper to 
the wall. 

 

The “Playdates with Scriptures by Mail” for the week focuses on the following text(s): 
Luke 3:1-6 (or Philippians 1:3-11) 
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Basic Word Pop Instructions 
The Central Word Level  

Select one of the words from the list in step 1. Write it down in the middle 
of a blank piece of paper.  

Note: This will work best if the paper is in “landscape” orientation. Also, it 
will help to write in a relatively normal size … unless you’re working on 
newsprint or some other larger format. See an example of a completed 
“web”. 

Draw a circle around this Central Word.  

Level Two Word Pop  
Use a different color marker/pencil for this step.  

Now let your mind free-associate with your Central Word. Scatter words or 
very short phrases all around that Central Word. This does not have to 
“make sense.” If you think it write it down! Write down at least 5, but up to 
8 such free-associations. Just let the words “pop” out. Straight from mind to 
page.  

Here are some possible ideas for the kinds of associations you might make: 

• synonyms of the Central Word 

• a memory of a life-experience that the Central Word triggers for you 

• a visual image of the Central Word — you don’t need to draw the image, just 
name it—but if you want to draw something quick, hey, it’s your web, go for 
it! 

• antonyms (opposites) of the Central Word 

• any apparently random word that pops into your head!  

For example, if I were doing a web on “grainfields” (see Matthew 12:1), I 
might think of the cereal I ate this morning and write down “Cheerios.” I 
might think of “John Deere” because I link grainfields with farm equipment. 
But I do not “think through” any of this stuff. These explanations are too 
rational. The experience is that the word just pops into my head and I write 
it down without evaluating it. 

After there are 5-8 words/phrases scattered about the page, draw lines from 
those 2nd level words and the Central World. If you wish, you may circle the 
2nd level words. 
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Next, put your “coffee cup” on top of the Central Word. The idea is to 
“forget” about the Central Word. It is no longer the focus of your thinking.  

Level Three Word Pop  
Select a different color marker or pencil. Choose one of your Second-Level 
words or phrases. Follow the basic instructions above, but this time 
“popping out” words or phrases that relate to the selected Second-Level 
item. Draw lines from each Third-Level back to the Second-Level item. 

Repeat for at least two more Second-Level items, creating even more Third-
Level items. If time is available, complete a Level Three Word-Pop for all 
the Second Level items. 

If you wish and have the time, carry the process out to Level Four Word-Pop. 

Connecting the Dots 
Leaving the “coffee cup” in place, look at all the words & phrases on your 
outermost rim (either your Third Level Word-Pops or your Fourth Level 
Word-Pops). Highlight the some words or phrases that interest you a lot. Not 
the “most important items”! Select the most curious or surprising or 
delicious item or whatever. Above all, do not try to be serious. Follow your 
own delight. Pay attention to your own wild mind. 

Remove the “coffee cup.” Ideally, you would have “forgotten” about that 
Central Word altogether. If you forgot, good for you! Pat yourself on the 
back … you’re totally into the spirit of play. 

Get ready to write: You’ll need paper, pen, and ideally a timer of some sort 
(cell phone?). 

Do a timed writing (5-10 minutes) where you take one item from your 
outermost rim (either Level Three or Level Four) and relate that item to the 
Central Word. Write as though this is the most obvious connection in the 
world (even if it’s not). Connect the dots.  

Do another timed writing, using a different outermost item and the Central 
Word. 
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Session Handout for 2nd Sunday in Advent 

(for week of December 6) 

Activity 1 – Word-Popping the Text 
Biblical Text: Malachi 3:1-4 
Playdate: Word-Popping the Text 

Value of This Activity 
A brainstorming tool. Helps us discover hidden connections in the text and in our own 
mind. Relieves us from having to know or explain the meaning of the text. Provides great 
fodder for further engagement with the text and each other. 

How to Play . . . 
1. Read the Malachi 3:1-4.  

Circle or write down at least five key words that pop out. 

2. Follow the “Basic Word Pop Instructions.” 

• Select one of those five words to use as the “Central Word” of your Word 
Pop. 

• Complete a full Three-Level Word Pop surrounding your selected word from 
Malachi 3:1-4  

3. Back to the Past 

Now go back and read the initial Malachi 3:1-4. What new questions or 
insights do you have? What new conversation can you set up with the text? 

Word Pop Adaptations 
Adaptation #1: Create a single word pop in front of everyone, taking suggestions 

from the group for additions to the word pop. This adaptation might well be used prior to 
providing time for everyone in the group to do their own individual word pops. 

Adaptation #2: Provide tape for folks to put their word pops up on the wall. Then, 
invite the participants to add to others’ word pops. 

In either case, return to the text. 
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Activity 2 – Haiku Thoughts 
(for 2nd Week of Advent) 

Biblical Text: Luke 1:68-79 
Playdate: Haiku Thoughts 

Value of This Activity 
Strengthens poetic and trans-rational processing of text, world, and self. Helps to reduce 
over-wording everything! 

How to Play . . . 
1. Read the Luke 1:68-79 silently or softly. Be still for a few minutes, 

“brewing” the text in your mind and heart and bodily sensation.  

2. After two or three full minutes, write a haiku-like poem that summarizes the 
text for you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. After writing one haiku, write another.  

4. After the second haiku, write a third! Writing three in a row, helps us 
remain unattached to our creation. We move through the words like gentle 
water. And yet there is a minnow there! 

Adaptation 
If a group writes haikus together it can be helpful to prepare beforehand a meditative-like 
environment that will nurture the “brewing of the text.” After all participants have written 
their haikus, each participant can select one of his or her haikus and re-write it on a 
separate sheet of paper. If they wish, they can add sketches or drawings or doodles to the 
poem. When done, everyone can tape their haiku/artwork to the wall. When all have 
posted their poetry, folks can wander around quietly and read the walls.

A Haiku is a Japanese form of poetry that often juxtaposes two 
ideas or images. The poem often interrupts itself with what is 
called a “cutting word” (kireji), which may occur at the end of any 
line and sometimes closes the poem with a heightening sensibility. 

In its simplest “American” form the haiku has 17 syllables, in 3 
lines, with a pattern of 5-7-5. The lines do not rhyme. The 
strength of the haiku lies in its imagery, not in its “ideas” or 
“symbolism.” 
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Third Week in Advent (Year C) 

SESSION 3 
 

Week of December 13, 2015 

 

Facilitator Guide 
 (3 pages) 

1. The facilitator Guide (1 page) 
2. Character Template (2 pages) 

Session Handout 
(4 pages) 
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Facilitator GUIDE for 3rd Sunday in Advent (C)  

(for week of December 13, 2015) 

Texts 
Old Testament: Zephaniah 3:14-20 

Psalm: Isaiah 12:2-6 

Epistle: Philippians 4:4-7 

Gospel: Luke 3:7-18 

The Group Session focuses on the following texts: 

• Luke 3:7-18 and Philippians 4:4-7 
• Zephaniah 3:14-20 

Items Needed for the Session  
For Activity 1: Swap Pop 

• A Bible for everyone.  

• Lots of plain white paper (basic copy paper will be fine).  

• Ideally, colored pencils or markers.  

• An object like a paper coffee cup, with a rough diameter of 1-3”—one for 
every participant. 

• NOTES: 
o The Swap Pop Playdate sounds complicated. Remember, though, this 

is play. Just make it up as you go along and you’ll be fine! 
o The Swap Pop Playdate takes a lot of time. There may not be time 

for a second activity during this session! 

For Activity 2: Backstroke 

• A Bible or printed text of Zephaniah 3:14-20 for everyone. 

• Pen and Paper for everyone 

• A timer or a watch or cell phone 

The “Playdates with Scriptures by Mail” for the week focuses on the following text(s): 
Isaiah 12:2-6 
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Character Template 

Basic Data 

§ Name: _________________ 

§ Gender: ________ 

§ Age: _______ 

§ Ethnicity: __________ 

§ Economic/Social Status: _____________________________ 

Life Circumstances  
(quick one-sentence or short phrase) 

1. What is the character’s family situation? (married? siblings? children? widowed? 
etc.) 

2. What does the character ‘do’? (job? family? specific role as a slave in ancient 
society?) 

3. Who-what kind of people-does the character interact with regularly? 

4. Briefly describe the character’s appearance 

5. Briefly describe where the character’s abode 
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(Character Template, Page 2) 

Personality and Character Traits 

1. List 3 character traits of this character: 

2. Name one “personal tic” this character exhibits: 

3. Name one memorable event from the character’s childhood 

4. What does this character want most of all? 

5. What is this character’s greatest fear? 
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Session Handout for the 3rd Sunday in Advent (C) 

(for the week of December 13) 

Activity 1 – Swap Pop 
Biblical Text: Philippians 4:4-7 and Luke 3:7-18 

Playdate: Swap Pop 

Value of This Activity 
Gain practice in making connections between apparently unrelated texts or subjects, thus 
enriching engagement with both texts, both subjects. 

How to Play . . . 
1. Find Philippians 4:4-7 and Luke 3:7-18 in your Bibles. 

2. Using the “Basic Word Pop Instructions” as a guide, complete a 3-level Word-Pop on 
Philippians 4:4-8. You do not need to limit yourself, however, to a single word or 
theme. In the place of the “Center Word” you can simply put the biblical reference 
or a short title for the whole passage. Word-Pop the whole passage, not just a single 
word from that passage. Spend at least 10 minutes doing this word-popping, possibly 
more. If you want to take the Word-Pop to a 4th level, by all means, do so! 

3. On a separate sheet of paper, repeat the Word-Popping process for Luke 3:7-18. 

4. On another sheet of paper, in landscape orientation,  

a. make a list of all the outermost-level items from Philippians 4:4-7.  

b. Write that list down the left side of the new sheet of paper. 

5. On the same sheet of paper,  

a. make a list of all the outermost-level items from Luke 3:7-18.  

b. Write that list down the right side of the sheet of paper.  

c. Keep this sheet of paper, with the two lists, in the center. 

6. Pay attention. :-)  

7. Place the Word-Pop for Philippians 4:4-7 on the right side of the center page.  

8. Place the Word-Pop for Luke 3:7-18 on the left side of the center page. 

9. Now the Philippians 4:4-7 Word-Pop should be aligned with the list from Luke 3:7-18, 
and vice versa. 
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10. Use the list of items from the left side of the center page to think about Philippians 
4:4-7.  

a. Jot down notes on your thoughts and anything interesting that pops into your 
head.  

b. Set a timer for 5-7 minutes.  

c. Write a meditation on Philippians 4:4-7, using words from the Word-Pop of 
Luke 3:7-18 (which are now written down the left side of the center page.) 

o  Let the words/themes/images for the Luke 3:7-18 Word-Pop give 
primary direction to the meditation you write on Philippians 4:4-7.  

o Ignore the Word-Pop for Philippians 4:4-7 while writing the 
meditation on Philippians 4:4-7! 

11. Reverse the process and write a meditation on Luke 3:7-18, using words from the 
Word-Pop of Philippians 4:4-7 (which are now written down the right side of the 
center page.) 

12. This is a lot of brain-work. Take a nap. 
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Activity 2 -- Backstroke 
(for 3rd Week of Advent) 

Biblical Text: Zephaniah 3:14-20 

Playdate: Backstroke 

Value of This Activity 
Enlarges our imagination about the characters in the text. Strengthens ability to perceive 
the complexity of human lives, both past and present. Provides opportunity to wrestle with 
questions of how social context and personal history affect interactions between 
individuals. 

How to Play . . . 
Part One 

1. Read the text. Make a list of all the characters who appear in the text. 
2. Look at your list of characters. Expand it if you can. 

• Are there characters who are mentioned in the text, but do not 
appear in the text or have any role in the interaction? IMake a list of 
near-invisible characters. 

• Are there any characters who you think probably should be mentioned 
or who should be included in the interaction in the text? Is it all men, 
no women? All Jews or Hebrews, no Egyptians or Romans? All leaders, 
no ‘commoners’? All healthy, no one disabled? Make a list of any 
“missing characters.” 

3. Select one character from your collection of lists. 

Part Two 

1. Develop a ‘backstory’ for your selected character. (See the attached 
“Character Template.”) 

• Complete a “Character Template” for your selected character. 

• Set a timer for 7 to 10 minutes. Based on your completed “Character 
Template” write a backstory for your selected character. 

• If you wish, set the timer for another 7 to 10 minutes and write a 
second backstory, using the same information from the “Character 
Template” — but make this backstory significantly different in some 
way from the first one you wrote.  
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Writing an alternative backstory can reveal that the same personal “stats” 
can ‘hide’ an unusual backstory. The details or demographic data about a 
character (or person), don’t tell us the story of the person. Two people may 
have the same or very similar “stats”—but they have individual stories! 

2. If you’re in a group, share the backstories you’ve written by reading them 
aloud to the group. 

Adaptations: 

• You can “collect” the characters — as in Part One — as a large-group activity, 
writing the lists on newsprint or a chalkboard. Then, individuals can select their 
own character and fill out the “Character Template” & write a backstory on that 
character. 

• You may also have individuals “assign” a character for their neighbor to use in 
filling out the “Character Template” and writing the Backstory. 

• You might have individuals trade their completed “Character Templates” with 
one another so that each individual is writing the Backstory for someone else’s 
character. To extend, just keep swapping the filled-out “Character Templates” 
and writing alternative Backstories. Fill the room with stories! 
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Fourth Week in Advent (Year C) 
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Session Handout 
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Facilitator GUIDE for 4th Sunday in Advent (C)  

(for week of December 20, 2015) 

Texts 
Old Testament: Micah 5:2-15 

Psalm: Luke 1:45b-55 or Psalm 80:1-7 

Epistle: Hebrews 10:5-10 

Gospel: Luke 1:39-45 (46-55) 

The Group Session focuses on the following texts: 

• Micah 5:2-15 
• Luke 1:39-45 

Items Needed for the Session  
For Activity 1: Five Words 

• A Bible or printed text of Micah 5:2-15 for everyone. 
• Pen and Paper for everyone 

For Activity 2: Write Me a Song 

• A Bible or printed text of Luke 1:39-45 for everyone. 
• Pen and Paper for everyone 
• Suggestions for popular songs to use as models. 

The “Playdates with Scriptures by Mail” for the week focuses on the following text(s): 
Psalm 80:1-7 
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Session Handout for 4th Sunday in Advent 

(for week of December 20) 

 

Activity 1 – Five Words 
Biblical Text: Micah 5:2-15 

Playdate: Five Words 

Value of This Activity 
Short summaries help us focus on what’s most important. *Really* short summaries help us 
focus on what’s *really* important.   

How to Play . . . 

1. Read the Micah 5:2-15. 

2. Each participant writes out a five-word summary of the Micah text. This does not 
need to be a complete sentence. Just try to capture in exactly five words (don’t 
cheat!) the gist of the text. 

3. Now, write a separate five-word summary for each verse in the text. Alternatively, 
each individual could write a five-word summary for a different verse of the text. 
Then, share each summary in order. 

4. Finally, each individual looks back at her or his initial five-word summary. After 
writing the summaries of the individual verses (either individually or as a group), 
would anything change about the initial large-scale summary?  

5. Each participant can then share his or her final five-word summary with the group. 

Adaptations: 

1. Make your five-word summaries into “Tabloid Headlines.” Still just five words, but 
sensationalize it if you can. Or just make it funny, weird, attention-getting. 

2. If you’re in a group, read your summaries to each other. At the conclusion of the 
group activity, see if the group can agree on a “large scale” five-word summary (or 
tabloid headline). 
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Activity 2 – Write Me a Song 
Biblical Text: Luke 1:39-45 

Playdate: Write Me a Song 

Value of This Activity 
A poetic exploration of a text entices the mind to work with metaphorical language and to 
think in rhythms. The metaphor and rhythm can help us cross beyond the rational, beyond 
“explaining” the text and into engaging ourselves and each other through the text. 

How to Play . . . 
1. Read Luke 1:39-45. 

2. Select a song to use. Choose one of the following options: 

a. Choose a popular song you know well. This is more fun if the song is not 
related to religious belief, but is simply a “song on the radio,” so to 
speak. It will help if the song has a clear or memorable internal 
structure. 

b. Use a song someone else has selected for you. 

3. Write lyrics to the music. Strive to make the new lyrics fit the beat and 
rhyme pattern of the original song. 

a. The lyrics either re-tell the biblical story or explore a key theme/event 
of the biblical story.  

b. Take it anywhere you wish. You do not need to include the whole story 
or text. Just let the words of the biblical text trigger images and 
rhythms and lyrical shape for you. You cannot get this wrong … you’re 
playing!  

c. The lyrics do not have to be church-y. In fact, the lyrics will be more 
interesting and powerful if no church-y words are used at all.  

d. See how you can communicate something interesting or vivid or dynamic 
or troubling or just plain odd about the biblical text. 

4. If you’re doing this in a group, share your songs. I feel a Karaoke night 
coming on! 
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A Guide for Groups using Playdates with 
Scriptures 

Set the Tone for the Group 

Have fun! 

The goal of each session is for all the participants to have fun. We learn by doing. 
We know how to study the Scriptures. We know how to take them “seriously.” We know 
how to discuss the meaning. We know how to agree and disagree with each other. We do 
not need to learn those things. 

We do, however, need to rediscover the activity of Play. We need to (re-)learn how 
to play. So the most important thing to keep in mind when facilitating a group Playdates 
with Scriptures session is this: Foster Play. 

Timelessness 

Be Quick: These activities are not meant to be either studied or labored over. “First 
thought, best thought” is often the best policy. Hence, a certain “unthinking” quickness 
can be encouraged. There are no mistakes. Blurting is good. As everyone gets into the 
spirit of play, this quickness will become more natural. Encourage it! 

Take Your Time: On the other hand, while being quick with first responses, Play 
needs breathable time. Play with those “unthinking” blurting things people say. If folks are 
enjoying an activity, let the activity fill the time. Let the participants’ engagement 
determine how long an activity lasts. Allow the playing to go where it wants to go. 

Which Translation? 

It doesn’t matter! Any translation of the biblical text will do. It’s just fine 
participants have different translations from each other. In fact, sometimes that nurtures 
the play. Let your play honor and enjoy the differences. No one wins. No one loses. 

Bible Gateway (biblegateway.com) provides many translations of the Bible online—
English as well as many, many other languages. It’s a searchable site and a great place to 
use for printing out the Biblical text for distribution or for those Playdates that encourage 
folks to “cut up” or circle or otherwise interact with the biblical text. Use it! 
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Privacy in Community 

Allow time for participants to share their play with each other. Be childlike. 
Children love to share what they’ve drawn, the sand castle they’ve built, the wad of tissue 
paper that they have scrunched into a “doll.” Share with one another and enjoy each 
other’s creations. 

But forced sharing can be oppressive and induce shame. Creativity and play has the 
power to drive us into our deepest, most beautiful, vulnerable, and fearful places. We 
honor the power of play when we let each other find their own way out into the 
community. No forced sharing on this playground. 

Practice Abundance 

Today’s play is sufficient unto itself. Tomorrow’s play will be new. Even if we 
repeat what we do today, it will be different in that repetition. We encourage abundance 
when we Let go of the products of our play. Sure, post them on your refrigerator (or a 
group wall). Share the poems and drawings, and wonderful creations of your play. Or, 
throw them away. Either is fine. There is more play to be had. The genius—your genius—
lies in the doing, in the activity. Trust the abundance of your play. You’ll be surprised! 

Beware of Explain-itis 

Explore, rather than explain. This is a hard one. Our culture of Bible Study has 
programmed us to explain every detail. Especially details that make us uncomfortable. 
Value the Questions over the explanatory answers. If you must give answers, make sure 
they’re funny answers, playful answers, answers that propel you into more questions. The 
value lies in the exploration, not in the (arrogance) of cognitive mastery. It’s a new, old 
way to learn. Keep to questions. Let them multiply. Here are some good question starters 
for those times you feel an attack of “explain-itis” coming on: 

“I wonder … ?” 

“What if … ?“ 

“Could it be … ?” 

“What would it be like … ?” 
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Return to the Text 

At the end of the session (or at the end of an Activity), return to the text. Read it 
again. Invite someone from the group to read it aloud. Breathe. Let the silence rule for a 
minute or two. Then, allow time for the participants to share—either orally or by a short 
free-write. What strikes you about this text today? After the play. After watching and 
listening to others play. Where does this text take you? Let the day’s play enter yourselves 
as a seed. You don’t know yet what it might become in you! Listen to the text afresh. 

The facilitator does not need to “sum up” the session. Perhaps a participant can be 
invited to do so “on the spot,” but no summing up is necessary. Let things grow on their 
own. 

Some Thoughts about the Session 
It’s a Playdate! Think accordingly — about room, room arrangement, flexibility of 

both time and space. It’s often good to open and close a session with prayer. Strive for 
simplicity in prayer as well as in play. Let everything you do together be an encouragement 
for playfulness. Disruptions can be creative moments. Even disagreements can be turned to 
new imaginings, together. Encourage laughter—but never laughter at anyone. Inasmuch as 
you are able, make a shame-free zone. 

Plan well, then let go. This is a “Go with the flow” kind of time. Let surprise into 
the room. 

Facilitation of the Group 
It’s helpful to have a facilitator for each session. The same person may facilitate 

each session, or the role of facilitator can be rotated among the group members.  

The facilitator’s responsibilities might include: setting up the room, making sure 
the “Items needed” are available, opening the session (words of welcome, perhaps a 
simple prayer), facilitation of the activities, being conscious of group dynamics and 
empathic with individual needs, and closing the session.  

Other tasks that help the group to function might include some kind of snack or 
food (food = community) and someone to email each member of the group during the week 
with a reminder about the next session. Ideally, every member of the group will join in 
encouraging the playful nature of the group sessions. 

If you have rotating Facilitators, make a copy of the following “Facilitator Basic 
Guide” for each Facilitator.” 
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Facilitator Basic Guide 

1. Collect the “Items needed” for each activity planned for the session.  

2. Arrive early  
o Arrange the room for optimum group play, given the activities of the day.  
o Be sure and greet people individual as they arrive! If you’re having fun, the 

others probably will too. 
o (Remember, some of the participants will be coming out of struggle and sorrow. 

They need a breathable space.) 

3. The Session 
o Remember: All things casual! Above all, be authentic. Be “real.” 
o An opening Prayer is optional. Keep it simple. Prayer can be playful, too! 
o A brief Welcome can be good. Perhaps your group needs to “catch up” with 

each other before you move into activities. Or perhaps your group needs an 
ice-breaker. (A list of possible ice-breakers is provided in the packet.) Or 
perhaps your group just wants to launch right into play. Choose what works for 
you and the other participants. 

o Introduce the First Activity: Hand out the “Participant Guide” for this session. 
Briefly explain the Activity.  

o While the group is doing the activity (you may choose to participate or choose 
to sit out and be available to the participants during the activity), Observe the 
Group with active listening skills. Let yourself see (without judging!) what’s 
going on in the room. Can you encourage participation? Can you help someone 
resist “explain-itis”? Can you offer questions that might usher the participants 
into a creative, shame-free space? Celebrate what you see. Focus on the 
playful energy in the room. 

o Be aware of the Time. Bring the first activity to a close when appropriate. 
Introduce the Second Activity (if using). 

o When the agreed-upon time for ending the session is nearing, bring the group 
back together for a short Closing Moment. Reread the biblical text upon which 
(either the first or the second) Activity was based. A moment of silence can be 
helpful. Perhaps allow for someone in the group to sum up the experience of 
the session’s play. 

o Close the session with a simple Prayer. 

4. Be sure to Clean Up your ‘play area.’  
o Collect all the “toys” (markers, paper, tape, whatever the group used). 
o Reset the room’s arrangement, if necessary. 
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For More Information: 

 

Short “flash essays” are available on line. (URL tba) 

These provide some help understanding the character and potency of Play as 
a mode of both spiritual and intellectual formation 

The essays present a general context for understanding how play strengthens 
our creative intellect, our knowledge of both ourselves and each other, and 
our ability to engage the biblical texts at a deep level of honest encounter. 

Question or Suggestions? Email Dr. Wiles at playdates@virginiawiles.com. 

If you wish to book a Skype session or private webinar between Dr. Wiles (Virginia) 
and your “playgroup”—please contact her at playdates@virginiawiles.com.  
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